A direct method is proposed for the determination of the modulation in incommensurate intergrowth compounds. The method is based on a new type of Sayre equation that relates the phase of a satellite reflection to the sum of structure-factor products of pairs of main reflections. Phases of satellite reflections are thus uniquely determined by the phases of main reflections. This reflects the fact that the modulation in intergrowth structures is the result of the interaction of all of the subsystems that form the basic structure. Test calculations were done with experimental data of two known composite structures of the inorganic misfit layer compounds (LaS)~aNbS2 and (PbS)I.18TiS2. The results showed that the method is accurate and efficient and is fully independent of any preliminary assumption of the model of modulation.
Introduction
Incommensurate intergrowth compounds can be considered as coherent combinations of two or more modulated structures (Janner & Janssen, 1980; van Smaalen, 1992) . Each of the structures (subsystems) is characterized by a unit cell and a set of modulation wave vectors. The diffraction pattern has main reflections at the nodes of each of the reciprocal lattices of the subsystems and has satellites at positions defined by the modulation wave vectors. Usually, two subsystems have a common reciprocal-lattice plane, thus providing only a single incommensurate direction. The coherent intergrowth means that the basic periodicities of one subsystem provide the modulation periods in the other subs3~stem. Composite struc-*Visiting the Laboratory for Crystallography, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, NL-6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
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Multidimensional direct methods (HAD, Liu & Fan, 1987; Xiang, Fan, Wu, Li & Pan, 1990; Mo, Cheng, Fan, Li, Sha, Zheng, Li & Zhao, 1992) have been proposed and successfully used for the determination of incommensurately modulated structures having three-dimensional basic structures. In this paper, the method is extended to incommensurately modulated structures having four-or higher-dimensional periodic basic structures. In this case, a new type of Sayre phase relation is found, which relates the phase of a satellite reflection to the sum of structure-factor products of pairs of main reflections. This makes it possible to compute the phases of the satellite reflections from the structure factors of the main reflections and, thus, to determine the modulation. The method is illustrated by its application to the known structures of the inorganic misfit layer compounds (LaS)1.14NbS2 and (PbS)118TIS2.
The method
According to the multidimensional Sayre equation (HAD, Liu & Fan, 1987) , for an incommensurately modulated structure we have the following phase relation:
~[F(H)]=~[~ F(H')F(H-H')],
(1) where ~[F(H)] denotes the phase of F(H) and F(H) is the structure factor with multidimensional reciprocal-lattice vector H. The summation on the right-hand side of (1) can be split into three parts, i.e.
~[F(H)] = (9[H~ ' F~(H')Fm(H-H')
Here, the subscript m is used for main reflections while the subscript s is used for satellites. Because the intensities of satellites are on average much weaker than those of main reflections, the last summation on the right-hand side of (2) is negligible in comparison with the second, while the last two summations on the right-hand side of (2) are negligible in comparison with the first. Now, if F(H) on the left-hand side of (2) represents the structure factor of a main reflection, we have, to a first approximation,
This implies that it is possible to solve the basic structure in multidimensional space using only main reflections. On the other hand, if F(H) on the lefthand side of (2) represents the structure factor of a satellite, we have
For a conventional incommensurately modulated structure, the first summation on the right-hand side of (4) will be equal to zero because the sum of two lattice vectors, H' and H-H', belonging to the same three-dimensional reciprocal lattice can never produce a point outside that lattice (satellite). Therefore, (4) reduces to
However, for an incommensurate intergrowth compound having a four-or higher-dimensional basic structure, the first summation on the right-hand side of (4) will not vanish. Hence, we have instead of (5) the following phase relation: (6) where H' and H-H' are main reflections of two different subsystems.
~[Fs(H)]=~[~wFm(H')Fm(H-H')],
Equations (5) and (6) are two different types of phase relation. The former has already been used successfully in solving conventional incommensurately modulated structures (Xiang et al., 1990; Mo et al., 1992) , while the latter can be used for deriving phases of satellite reflections of a composite structure provided its basic structure is known. In terms of structure analysis, (6) includes more information than (5) does. Equation (5) just tells us how the phases of satellite reflections are related through the main reflections, while (6) can tell us how the phases of satellite reflections are uniquely determined by the main reflections. This is not surprising when we consider the fact that the incommensurate modulation in a composite structure is the result of the interaction of different subsystem structures, which together form the basic structure. Equations (3) and (6) provide the basis of a two-step procedure for solving composite structures:
(1) The basic structure is determined from the main reflections only;
(2) The incommensurate modulation is determined by the derivation of phases of satellite reflections from the known phases of main reflections.
Test and results
(1) Test data (LaS)L]4NbS2 consists of two subsystems (Fig. 1) . Both are orthorhombic, with superspace groups 1/2)1 I1 for LaS. The basic structure can be described as the alternate stacking of two types of layers (Wiegers et al., 1990) . The first subsystem comprises the three-atom-thick NbSz layers. Their structure is equivalent to that of a single layer in pure NbS2. The LaS layers form the second subsystem. They can be regarded as two-atom-thick (100) slices of rock-salttype structure. Perpendicular to the layers, the two subsystems have the same periodicity c*. Within the layers, the reciprocal axis b* is common to the two subsystems ( Fig. la) , while the two a* axes are different, thus providing the incommensurateness (Fig. lb) . The modulation was shown to be relatively small, with displacement amplitudes of the order of 0.1/~ (van . The reciprocal lattices of the two subsystems, v= 1 and 2, respectively, are a~3}. Each subsystem has denoted by A~ = {a*l, a*2, * a one-dimensional modulation with wave vector q"' = a'1(1,' ~ ~).
Fm2m(a,O,O)11s for NbS2 and Cm2a(t~-l,0,
All Bragg reflections can be indexed with four integer indices, hklm, based on the set of reciprocal vectors M ={a*,a*,a*,a4*}. These vectors are defined as al* =a*l=q z, a* =a*z=a2*2, a3*=al*3=az*3 and a4* = a*~ = qa. It is then easily seen that hklO reflections comprise main reflections of the first subsystem, that Oklm are main reflections of the second subsystem and that hklm reflections (h ~ 0 and m ~ 0) are satellites. X-ray diffraction intensities were measured by Meerschaut, Rabu & Rouxel, (1989 Known phases of main reflections were substituted into the right-hand side of (3) to obtain new phases for the same set of main reflections on the left. The new phases were then compared with the original ones to check the self-consistency. This procedure corresponds to a single-step phase refinement. The results are listed in Table 1 for (LaS)l.laNbS2 and (PbS) 1. ~ 8TiS2. For both structures, the phases of three different subsets of reflections were used as input. Finally, only the main reflections of subsystem 2, Oklm, were input into (3). The resulting phase error is 14.0 ° for all the Oklm reflections and 34.2 ° for only the OklO reflections. Similar results were obtained for the structure (PbS) 1.18TIS2. From the above test, it is seen that the selfconsistency for phases of the complete set of fourdimensional main reflections is extremely good. One can expect that a four-dimensional direct-methods procedure could be used for ab initio determination of the four-dimensional basic structure. Besides, the self-consistency for phases of main reflections from either of the two subsystems is also reasonable, though it is not as good as that for the set of all main reflections. In particular, the agreement of the phases of the OklO reflections then becomes worse because the OklO reflections depend on both subsystems.
(3) Test of ab initio phasing of satellite reflections
Phases of satellite reflections were derived from the phases of the main reflections using (6). The main reflection phases were obtained from the refinement of the basic structure. The resulting phases of satellites were compared with the corresponding phases obtained from the refined modulated structure . It is seen that the phases from (6) are sufficiently accurate for the modulation to be revealed ( Table 2 ). The best illustration for this statement is provided by the fourdimensional Fourier syntheses.
The principal part of the modulation in (LaS)a.14NbS2 is on lanthanum, with a first harmonic wave describing displacement along a22 and a second harmonic wave displacement along a23. In (PbS)I.~8TiS2, the modulation mainly resides on lead, with only a first harmonic defining displacements along a22. The La atom and the Pb atom are thus the best candidates for studying the effect of the modulation on the Fourier synthesis. Here, we only discuss the results for lanthanum. Completely equivalent results have been obtained for lead.
The main reflections hklO contain the contribution from the hth-order satellites of the second subsystem and vice versa for the Oklm reflections. This provides sufficient satellite information to refine the modulation, as was shown by Kato (1990) . However, with only the main reflections, it is impossible to reveal the modulation directly in a Fourier synthesis. This can be seen in the Fourier syntheses made for the main reflections with phases obtained from the basic structure refinement and from the modulated structure refinement, respectively (Fig. 2) , which show bands almost perfectly straight along ~4. The reason is that the Fourier syntheses in Fig. 2 of the four-dimensional electron-density function of the first subsystem along its modulation direction :~4, while the second term is the projection of the second subsystem along its modulation direction g~. Consequently, all modulation effects were averaged during the Fourier summation. This means that the modulation waves cannot be revealed directly by Fourier syntheses without involving satellite reflections. Fig. 3 shows the Fourier syntheses of all reflections with the satellite reflections phased by the modulation refinement and by the direct method. It can be seen that the two Fourier syntheses are nearly the same and clearly show the modulation wave. This proves that the direct method can be successfully used to determine the modulation function for atoms of an incommensurate intergrowth compound.
Concluding remarks
For the first time, direct methods have successfully been used to determine the modulation in incommensurate intergrowth compounds. The procedure is straightforward and fully independent of any preliminary assumption of the modulation form. This provides a new more convenient and reliable approach to the study of modulation in intergrowth compounds. A new field has been opened for the application of direct methods.
